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ABSTRACT
Remodelling protein nucleic acid interfaces is an
important biological task, which is often carried out
by nucleic acid stimulated ATPases of the Swi2/Snf2
superfamily. Here we study the mechano-chemical
cycle of such an ATPase, namely the catalytic
domain of the Sulfolobus solfataricus Rad54 homo-
logue (SsoRad54cd), by means of fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET). The results of
the FRET studies show that the enzyme can be
found in (at least) two different possible conforma-
tions in solution. An open conformation, consistent
with a recently reported crystal structure, is con-
verted into a closed conformation after DNA
binding. Upon subsequent binding of ATP no further
change in conformation can be detected by the
FRET measurements. Instead, a FRET detectable
conformational change occurs after ATP hydrolysis
and prior to ADP release, suggesting a powerstroke
that is linked to phosphate release. Based on these
data we will present a new model for the mechano-
chemical cycle of this enzyme. This scheme in turn
provides a working model for understanding the
function of other members of the Swi2/Snf2 family.
INTRODUCTION
A common obstacle that is often encountered by enzymes
that translocate along DNA—such as polymerases or
helicases—are proteins bound to the DNA molecule.
These proteins can act as roadblocks for the DNA
translocases. DNA-dependent ATPases of the large
Swi2/Snf2 superfamily often act to resolve this problem.
These ATPases use the free energy liberated by the ATP
hydrolysis to remodel the protein nucleic acid interface
in order to mobilize the protein (1). The most prominent
example of such a process is the mobilization of
nucleosomes by chromatin remodelling complexes (2,3).
In addition a similar mechanistic problem exists during
transcription coupled repair, where the polymerase is
stalled at a lesion in the template strand (4). Another
member of the Swi2/Snf2 family, Mot1, regulates tran-
scription by displacing TBP from the TATA box (5).
Moreover, in homologous recombination Rad54 is
(among several other functions) thought to be responsible
for clearing proteins bound to DNA during the homology
search (6,7). While Swi2/Snf2 DNA-dependent ATPases
have been studied in great detail, until now mechanistic
details of the mechano-chemical cycle are scarce. Recent
single-molecule, biochemical (8) as well as crystallographic
studies, however, give ﬁrst hints as to how these processes
occur (9).
The structure of SsoRad54cd alone and in complex
with DNA has been solved recently (10) (Figure 1). The
structure consists of two domains (domains 1 and 2) each
containing a RecA type subdomain (1A and 2A). The
classical helicase motifs are shared between the two
subdomains. Motifs I, Ia, II and III are located in 1A
and motifs IV, V and VI are found in domain 2A. While
the structural similarity between this Swi2/Snf2 enzyme
and helicases suggests a common mechanism for ATP
hydrolysis (11–14), both crystal forms of SsoRad54cd
yield the enzyme in an open conformation. Here, the
helicase motifs are too far apart from each other to form
an ATP binding site that is capable of ATP hydrolysis.
Subdomains 1B and 2B in contrast are not structurally
related to previously determined helicase domains and
thus the role of these domains might be in facilitating
DNA translocation. Du ¨ rr et al. (10) proposed a model
in which the DNA plus ATP bound conformation of the
enzyme is closed and repetitive ATP hydrolysis and
product release would translocate DNA in an inchworm
fashion.
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) has
been widely used to study structural aspects of protein–
nucleic acid complexes (15,16). Moreover by using FRET
on the single-molecule level (single pair FRET, sp-FRET)
one is able to follow in real time the motion of enzymes
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conformational changes (18–20). Furthermore, related
single-molecule techniques have been used to study the
motion of Rad54 on a DNA template, manifesting Rad54
as a processive DNA translocase (7,21).
In this article we report on FRET experiments that
allowed us to probe the conformation of a Swi2/Snf2
ATPase in diﬀerent DNA and nucleotide bound states.
Our experiments provide direct evidence that in solution
SsoRad54cd switches between an open and a closed
conformation as predicted by the crystallographic data.
Using double labelled proteins, we observed conforma-
tional states in a low FRET regime corresponding to the
open conformation as well as signiﬁcantly higher FRET
likely caused by the re-orientation of one domain.
Moreover, we were also able to detect a state with an
intermediate FRET value. To complement our studies we
performed aﬃnity measurements, where we investigated
the binding properties and the eﬀect of diﬀerent nucleotide
substrates. Furthermore, we present data from single-
pair FRET experiments, which enable us to follow
conformational changes of the protein in real time,
showing that the enzyme structure is indeed very ﬂexible.
Based on our observations we propose a new model for




SsoRad54cd (residues 430–906) and its mutants were
expressed and puriﬁed as described previously (10).
In brief, proteins were synthesized in Escherichia coli
BL21 Rosetta cells (Novagen) using the pET28 expression
vector (Novagen) by 4h shaking in LB containing 0.5mM
IPTG at 378C and puriﬁed to homogeneity by immobi-
lized Ni aﬃnity (utilizing a N-terminal 6xHis-tag),
Source-S ion exchange and S-200 gel-ﬁltration chromato-
graphy (Pharmacia).
Site-directed mutagenesis
In order to attach dye molecules as probes for conforma-
tional changes of the protein, cysteines were introduced
using site-directed mutagenesis at positions K629 and
K697 (Mutant 2 , see Figure 1). Site directed mutagenesis
was performed with the QuickChange kit (Stragagene)
according to the manufacturers instructions. All mutant
proteins were produced in E. coli and puriﬁed according
to the wild type protein. The three wildtype cysteines
are most likely not accessible for dye labelling (see
Supplementary Data). However, additional control
experiments were performed, for which in addition to
the two engineered cysteines, native cysteine residues
(C499 and C670) were replaced with serines to avoid the
possibility of labelling at these locations, leaving the only
native cysteine residue at position 466 [Mutant 4 ,
(Supplementary Data)]. Mutagenesis on the last of the
three native cysteine residues leads to increased formation
of protein aggregates (data not shown).
In order to further dissect the mechano-chemical cycle
of the SsoRad54cd protein, a third mutant was also
expressed, where in addition to the four mutations of
Mutant 4 , the well known DExx -> DQxx box mutation
at residue 563 was introduced (Mutant EQ), abolishing
the ability of the protein to hydrolyse ATP.
Protein labelling
Labelling was conducted for 1h at 378C in PBS (pH 8.0)
buﬀer using six-times molar excess of Cy3-Maleimide
(Amersham) as donor dye and ten-times molar excess
of Cy5-Maleimide (Amersham) or Alexa647-Maleimide
(Molecular Probes) as acceptor dye. The ratio of the
diﬀerent dye molecules was optimized in order to have
similar labelling eﬃciencies for both dye molecules. The
two cysteine residues at position 629 and 697 were both
very reactive. Therefore there is no preference for the
donor or acceptor molecule for any of the two cysteines
and thus, the labelling results in a statistical distribution of
double (50% Cy3/Cy5) and uniformly labelled enzymes
(25% Cy3 and 25% Cy5). We achieved more than 90%
labelling eﬃciency for both dyes while retaining DNA
stimulated ATPase activity (data not shown). The protein
was separated from the free dye molecules via size
exclusion chromatography using two consecutive spin-
columns (Amersham, G-50).
The degree of labelling was determined using a
Varian Inc. Cary 50 UV-VIS spectrophotometer. The
protein concentration was measured at 280nm using
the extinction coeﬃcient "=57995M
 1/cm. The absorp-
tion of the dye at 280nm was compensated using
correction factors relative to their maximum absorption
of 0.08 for Cy3, 0.05 for Cy5 and 0.04 for Alexa 647,
respectively. For the donor and acceptor dyes, we used
extinction coeﬃcients of "
Cy3
 max ¼ 1:5   105 M 1=cm for
Cy3, "
Cy5
 max ¼ 2:5   105 M 1=cm for Cy5 and
"Alexa647
 max ¼ 2:4   105 M 1=cm for Alexa 647.
Figure 1. Labelling sites and expected conformational changes.
(A) Open conformation. A model of the SsoRad54cd based on its
crystal structure is shown with a bound DNA molecule in the groove
generated by the two domains (yellow and blue). Amino acid residues
used for mutagenesis are shown in red. The distance between these
residues is 75A ˚ .( B) Closed conformation. Comparison to structures of
other related ATPases predicts an active conformation of the enzyme,
where one domain underwent an 1808 turn (10). The two labelling sites
are now in very close proximity of 15A ˚ .
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ATP-hydrolysis was measured with a malachite-green
based phosphate detection reagent (Biomol Green,
Biomol). About 2.5 10
 9M protein was incubated with
5 10
 8M poly dA-poly dT-DNA (Amersham) and
1mM ATP in ATPase buﬀer (20mM MES pH 5.5,
100mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 1mM DTT and 0.1mg/ml
BSA) at 608C for 30min in a volume of 50ml. The reaction
was stopped by addition of 500ml of Biomol Green. After
vortexing, the mixture was incubated for 25min. at room
temperature. The amount of released phosphate was
determined by comparison to a pre-recorded calibration
curve using the maximum absorption value Amax.
FRET measurements
All measurements were conducted at 608C using a steady
state ﬂuorescence spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments
F900) with polarizer at magic-angle conditions. Excitation
wavelengths were 530nm for the donor and 630nm for the
acceptor. Spectral resolution was 3nm for the excitation
and 7nm for the emission. Freshly labelled protein
was used at a concentration of 2.5 10
 7M in ATPase
buﬀer together with 1.2 10
 7M poly dA-poly dT-DNA
(Amersham), corresponding to roughly 120 basepairs per
protein molecule. For comparison we tested diﬀerent types
and lengths of DNA but all gave similar results (data not
shown). Nucleotides were used at 0.67mM (ATP and
ADP). For experiments with the transition state analogue
ADP AlFx, 0.67mM ADP, 1.33mM AlCl3 and 6.66mM
NaF were used.
Calculations ofFRET efficiency
FRET eﬃciencies were calculated by measuring the
enhancement of the ﬂuorescence emission of the acceptor
in the presence of the donor (as compared with the
acceptor only sample) when exciting the donor (15). One
advantage of this method is that the ﬂuorescence quantum
yields do not have to be determined and that only the
labelling eﬃciency of the donor has to be known, as that
of the acceptor does not enter the analysis. As an example
the FRET eﬃciency E for the FRET wavelength pair at
530nm/670nm (donor excitation/acceptor ﬂuorescence
emission) is calculated as follows (15):
FFRET
670, 530 ¼ FDA
670, 530  
FDA
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530   d
, 2
where F is the normalized ﬂuorescence emission intensity
and d is the percentage of donor labelling of SsoRad54cd.
The upper indices DA (donor-acceptor experiment), D
(donor-only control) and A (acceptor-only control)
describe the sample composition. Emission and excitation
wavelengths are given by the ﬁrst and second of the
lower indices. In Equation (1) the second term stands for
the spectral crosstalk of the donor into the spectral region
of the acceptor ﬂuorescence and the third term is the direct
excitation of the acceptor. The experiments were per-
formed on a statistical distribution of labelled complexes
(see above) and thus a factor of two has to be included in
Equation (2) in comparison with the equation derived
earlier by Clegg (15) in order to compute the correct
FRET eﬃciency. Both donor and acceptor extinction
coeﬃcients at the desired wavelengths were calculated
from the normalized excitation spectra. FRET eﬃciencies
were calculated in the range of 540–640nm for donor
emission and 640–700nm for acceptor emission
(Supplementary data). Within the spectral range of
565–575nm for donor emission and 665–685nm for
acceptor emission the observed FRET values varied by
only a few percent, and thus the values computed over this
wavelength range were averaged. In order to compare
FRET eﬃciencies from diﬀerent protein preparations, we
normalized the observed FRET eﬃciencies to the value for
DNA and protein. This procedure gives reliable informa-
tion, even if the percentage of active protein varies from
one protein preparation to the next.
While FRET eﬃciencies can be converted into dis-
tances, if one knows or determines a characteristic
parameter called Fo ¨ rster distance (22), in the present
work we are only interested in detecting large conforma-
tional changes and not in determining the distance
between donor and acceptor molecule at a particular state.
DNA affinity—fluorescence anisotropy measurements
Binding of large proteins to short pieces of DNA dras-
tically changes the rotational diﬀusion time of the DNA
molecule, since the rotational diﬀusion time increases with
molecular weight. The rotational diﬀusion time can be
monitored by measuring the ﬂuorescence anisotropy of
an attached dye molecule (23). By titrating protein into a
constant DNA concentration one can follow the increase
of ﬂuorescence anisotropy upon binding. All anisotropy
measurements were conducted both at room temperature
as well as 408C. Higher temperatures were not compatible
with the short DNA oligomer due to increased thermal
ﬂuctuations of the DNA ends. The instrumental G-factor
was determined individually for each measurement. About
6.25 10
 9M of a 25bp duplex oligonucleotide (Biomers)
labelled with 6-Tetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA) was
mixed with varying amounts of SsoRad54cd protein
(5 10
 8M–1.2 10
 6M) in 60ml ATPase buﬀer. A ds
DNA oligomer was used, consisting of TAMRA-TAT
TTA TGA AAC TTT TCC GGT TTA A as well as the
complementary strand without a dye molecule.
Nucleotides were used at 1mM concentration.
For the analysis the mean value over all anisotropy
values was taken in the range of 570–610nm. In the
experiment one measures the ensemble anisotropy, which
is deﬁned as the average anisotropy of the two species,
bound and unbound DNA. Anisotropy measurements
were done in triplicates and the mean anisotropy values
were then ﬁtted globally using a modiﬁed Hill equation
Nucleic Acids Research, 2008, Vol. 36, No. 6 1883in order to take into account the background anisotropy
of the unbound DNA:
rSample ¼ rRef þ






where r corresponds to the measured anisotropy values
of the samples under investigation, the oligonucleotide
sample without protein rRef, the samples containing
protein rSample and the extrapolated anisotropy value at
saturating conditions r100%. P is the total amount of
protein used and n is the Hill coeﬃcient.
While the above procedure worked well in the absence
of nucleotides (Figure 2), when we performed these
experiments in presence of nucleotides we found a
reproducible tendency of the enzyme to form aggregates
before a saturating level could be reached. Interestingly
this behaviour could also be seen in the absence of
nucleotides when the saturation level was reached and
the protein concentration was increased even further
(>1.5mM). In order to extract dissociation constants in
the presence of nucleotides, we used a diﬀerent approach.
The protein and DNA concentration was kept constant at
two diﬀerent ratios, namely at Kd or 0.5 Kd with respect to
the binding in the absence of nucleotides, while nucleo-
tides were added at saturating conditions. This approach
gives us both, high sensitivity with respect to changes of
the dissociation constant as well as a high dynamic range
in case of formation of aggregates. The obtained
anisotropy values could then be computed maintaining
all parameters but Kd, by re-writing Equation (3), yielding:
Kd ¼
ðr100%   rRefÞ Pn
total





The total protein concentration is known, so one is able
to compute the desired Kd values (Table 1).
Preparation of samplechamber forsp-FRET measurements
Micro-ﬂuidic chambers coated with a mixture of biotiny-
lated and non-biotinylated PEG molecules were prepared
as described previously (24). A 100bp DNA duplex was
attached to the biotin-PEG surface of the micro-ﬂuidic
chamber via Neutravidin/Biotin attachment. To this end
the chamber was incubated with 0.5mg/ml Neutravidin
(Molecular Probes) in PBS (pH 7.4). After exchanging
the buﬀer with ATPase buﬀer, the protein was loaded
followed by extensive washing to remove unbound
protein.
For the experiments without DNA, the enzyme itself
was biotinylated. A ﬁve times excess of Biotin-XX-
sulfosuccinimidyl ester (Molecular Probes, USA) was
added parallel to the labelling reaction with ﬂuorescent
dyes. The modiﬁed protein was then loaded into the
sample chamber after Neutravidin had been applied.
Unbound protein molecules were removed by rinsing
extensively with buﬀer.
Experimental setup forsp-FRET
Single-pair FRET experiments were performed on
a homebuilt prism-based total internal reﬂection ﬂuores-
cence microscope (TIRFM). Details about the experi-
mental setup have been published previously (24).
Alternating between FRET (532nm) and direct acceptor
excitation (633nm) allows for the discrimination of
dynamics in FRET eﬃciencies due to conformational
changes against changes in FRET eﬃciencies caused by
ﬂuctuations in acceptor brightness (22). All measurements
were recorded with an exposure time of 100ms per frame
for 25s in duration.
Single-molecule dataanalysis
The acquired data were analysed using custom software
written in MATLAB. We used a fully automated routine
to ﬁnd FRET pairs and to calculate and subtract the local
background. For the calculation of FRET eﬃciency of the
individual FRET pairs, we used the following formula
(24,25):
E ¼
IA       ID
IA þ     ID
, 5
where   ¼ð IA   I0
AÞ=ðI0
D   IDÞ and   ¼ð I0
AÞ=ðI0
DÞ. IA and
ID are background corrected intensities from the acceptor
and donor channels and IA, D and I0
A, D are the intensities
before and after acceptor photobleaching, respectively.
b and g are experimental correction factors: b accounts
for the leakage of the donor emission into the acceptor
channel, while g is a factor that includes the quantum
Figure 2. DNA aﬃnity—Fluorescence anisotropy measurements. The
recorded ﬂuorescence anisotropy values show characteristic saturation
behaviour (blue), which can be ﬁtted with a modiﬁed Hill equation
[Equation (3)]. An increase of temperature (408C) leads to a decrease of
the dissociation constant (red).
Table 1. Comparison of DNA binding constants
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of the two channels. We determined the correction factors
for all FRET pairs individually by time averaging the
intensities I and I0. FRET pairs where no acceptor
bleaching was observed were discarded from the analysis,
since for these FRET pairs g could not be determined.
Direct excitation of the acceptor was so low (<5%) that it
did not lead to detectable changes in the histograms
( E<1%) and was therefore disregarded in the analysis.
FRET eﬃciencies were calculated for every time point
without ﬁltering the original data sets. The histograms
of these FRET values represent transfer eﬃciency
distributions.
The total intensity is computed by Itotal=ID g+IA.
RESULTS
Dyelabels as sensitive reporters forthe conformation of
aSwi2/Snf2 ATPase
Structural studies of SsoRad54cd predicted large con-
formational changes during the enzymatic cycle of this
enzyme (10). In the structure of the protein alone as well
as in complex with DNA, the protein is found in an open
conformation (Figure 1A), in which domain 2 is ﬂipped by
 1808 in comparison to the orientation of the equivalent
domain in ATP bound DExx box helicases (26). Therefore
a conformational change is necessary, presumably a
rotation of domain 2 by  1808 (Figure 1B) to bring the
protein into an active conformation capable of hydrolys-
ing ATP (10). In order to probe the conformational
changes of SsoRad54cd during its mechano-chemical cycle
we performed site-directed mutagenesis introducing new
cysteines at two positions (K629 and K697, Mutant 2 )
and attached Cy3 and Cy5 molecules as a donor acceptor
pair (see Materials and Methods section). The relative
positions of these residues were expected to change
signiﬁcantly (Figure 1) upon the re-orientation of
domain 2. As a consequence, the ﬂuorescence energy
transfer between the ﬂuorescent labels attached at these
sites should be highly inﬂuenced. One expects relatively
low FRET values in the open-conformation, and a drastic
change to higher FRET values in the closed conformation.
FRET measurements reveal changes inconformation
during mechano-chemical cycle
Figure 3 shows the results of the ﬂuorescence measure-
ments of the Mutant 2 . Comparison of the ﬂuorescence
emission spectra of protein alone and in presence of DNA
shows a drastic increase of ﬂuorescence emission in the
spectral region of the acceptor (670nm) (Figure 3A).
From these spectra one can determine the FRET eﬃciency
(see Materials and Methods section). For the protein
alone, the determined FRET value is rather low, as
expected for the open conformation. Upon addition of
DNA, the FRET eﬃciency increases dramatically (factor
of 3 increase), consistent with the idea that the protein
adopts a more closed conformation. This result is in
contrast to crystallographic data which still showed an
open conformation of the protein bound to a 25bp DNA
duplex (10).
The addition of saturating amounts of ATP as a
nucleotide substrate does not lead to a further increase
in FRET eﬃciency, which implies that the essential
conformational change has already occurred. Instead in
the presence of ATP the observed FRET eﬃciency
decreases slightly with respect to the protein/DNA mea-
surement. When using the nucleotide ADP, the FRET
value remains (within our experimental errors) the same
as for the ATP measurements and thus it is below the
reference value of DNA and protein, and above the one
for the protein alone. At ﬁrst sight the data could indicate
that there are three possible conformations of the protein
Figure 3. Increase of FRET eﬃciency upon binding to DNA (Mutant 2 ). (A) Normalized emission spectra of labelled enzyme. The emission spectra
of donor only labelled enzyme (black, used for correction of spectral cross-talk), as well as those of the double labelled protein alone (red) and
in presence of DNA (green) are shown. (B) Overview of FRET eﬃciencies. Data has been normalized to the sample containing DNA (see Materials
and Methods section); all bars represent the mean value of three diﬀerent measurement series (shown as symbols), while each bar itself corresponds
to a diﬀerent sample composition.
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unbound protein is in an open conformation, the DNA
bound protein is in a closed conformation without
additional nucleotides and in a semi-open conformation
in the presence of ADP or ATP. However, there are
several things that need to be tested in order to rule out
other interpretations:
  The nucleotide bound states could have lower aﬃnity
for the DNA. This would lead to more unbound
protein and thus the mean FRET value would be
reduced.
  The protein undergoes a series of chemical and
mechanical steps as part of its mechano-chemical
cycle and the related transition rates are currently
not known. Thus, the obtained results in presence of
ATP and ADP might not be corresponding to the
ATP or ADP bound state but rather to a downstream
state that resembles the longest lived state within the
cycle.
  The existence of a third intermediate mechanical
state is not strictly necessary. Due to the lack of
time-dependent information the measured values could
be explained simply by a change of the equilibrium
constant for the closed-open transition.
In the following we will present further experiments that
will address these issues directly.
The affinityof SsoRad54 towards DNA increases in the
presenceof ATP or ADP
We determined DNA dissociation constants in equilib-
rium using ﬂuorescence anisotropy of dye labelled DNA
oligomers (see Materials and Methods section). The
measured data for the wildtype protein in absence of
nucleotides is shown in Figure 2. DNA binding can be
well described by Hill equation [Equation (3)] yielding a
dissociation constant of 319 31nM. Our measurements
show a signiﬁcant increase of aﬃnity upon addition of
nucleotide, regardless of nature. Therefore the observed
lower FRET values in the presence of ATP or ADP
cannot be explained by an increased unbinding in the
presence of nucleotides. The results also show an increased
DNA aﬃnity at higher temperature but again, aﬃnities in
presence of nucleotides are higher than for the DNA only
sample, thus validating the low temperature results.
Re-arrangement of domainsdue tophosphate release and
notdue toATP binding
In order to test the hypothesis that the ATP and/or ADP
bound states could be short-lived and thus our experi-
ments could probe not these states, but rather bottleneck
states downstream in the reaction cycle, we performed
measurements with a mutant that was able to bind, but
not to hydrolyze ATP. To this end we introduced the
previously characterized EQ mutation in the DExx
box motif (10), which was applied in addition to the
mutations of Mutant 2 . Moreover two native cysteines
were deleted in order to reduce unspeciﬁc labelling
(Mutant EQ). The computed FRET values for this protein
are shown in Figure 4. For the protein alone we again ﬁnd
a low FRET eﬃciency and in the presence of DNA a high
FRET eﬃciency, in agreement with our results of Mutant
2 . However, further addition of ATP does not lower
the observed FRET value in contrast to the results for
Mutant 2 . Moreover, even the transition state analogue
ADP AlFx shows the same FRET eﬃciency as the DNA
bound protein in absence of nucleotides. Only the addition
of ADP leads to a FRET value in between that of the
DNA bound protein and that of the protein alone.
These results indicate that in the case of an active
protein ATP binding is followed by a rapid hydrolysis and
product release. In the performed ensemble experiments
we only measure the time average of the catalytic cycle
and thus the short lived ATP bound state does not
inﬂuence our result in case of the active protein. In
contrast Mutant EQ can bind but not hydrolyse ATP and
thus in presence of saturating amounts of ATP we are
truly probing the ATP bound state.
As a test for these claims we measured the ATPase
activity for all investigated proteins as described in the
Materials and Methods section. The results are summar-
ized in Table 2. The introduction of two non-native
cysteines in Mutant 2  slightly reduces its activity
compared with the wildtype. The activity of Mutant 4 
which in addition has two of the native cysteines removed
from the vicinity of the active center is already 30-fold
below that of Mutant 2 . Nevertheless its activity is still
above background level. Interestingly we observed FRET
values for this mutant that are almost identical to those
of the Mutant EQ just discussed (data shown in
Supplementary Data), further supporting the idea that
the observed diﬀerence in the FRET eﬃciency in presence
of ATP is caused by the diﬀerent times needed to
hydrolyze ATP. The ATPase activity of Mutant EQ was
at the level of our experimental background, thus
conﬁrming the expected eﬀect of the EQ mutation.
Therefore not ATP binding, but hydrolysis or phos-
phate release results in a conformational change that leads
Figure 4. Overview of FRET measurements of the Mutant EQ sample.
Normalized FRET eﬃciencies of protein alone (red), in the presence of
DNA (green), DNA and ATP (blue), DNA and ADP (cyan) and DNA,
ADP and AlFx (magenta) are shown. The values for three separate sets
of measurements are indicated as circles, triangles and squares.
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of DNA and ADP. However, the question still remains
if the observed FRET value is due to a stable conforma-
tion at an intermediate distance or due to a change of
equilibrium constant between open and closed conforma-
tion. We therefore used single-molecule FRET experi-
ments in order to address this question.
Single-pair FRET measurements reveal dynamic
equilibrium between open and closed states
We employed single-molecule ﬂuorescence microscopy of
individual dye labelled SsoRad54cd molecules alone, or
bound to DNA and immobilized to a fused silica surface
(see Materials and Methods section for details). By
measuring the ﬂuorescence intensities for both donor
and acceptor emission as a function of time we were able
to calculate the time varying FRET eﬃciencies for each
individual molecule. With this technique we are able to
observe directly the dynamic opening and closing of the
protein molecule. Figure 5 shows a representative time
trajectory.
The data clearly show strong ﬂuctuations in FRET
eﬃciencies over time for a single complex. In our experi-
mental scheme, we immobilized the DNA molecules using
biotin-neutravidin linkers. In a separate experiment, we
employed a diﬀerent ﬂuorescent dye (ATTO647N) that
was more photostable in order to investigate if some of
the observed dynamics were actually caused by protein
unbinding and rebinding. The ATTO647N labelled
protein detaches from the DNA with a rate <0.1/s (data
shown in Supplementary Data). Therefore our data clearly
show that, while the protein is bound to DNA, it is free
to open and close during the experimental time frame
consistent with an open conformation found in the DNA
bound crystal form (10).
For a more quantitative assessment of the observed
behaviour, we recorded many single-molecule FRET
traces and computed histograms shown in Figure 6. The
time-average over many molecules should resemble the
results of our ensemble measurements, namely a clear
increase in FRET eﬃciencies upon DNA binding. We
therefore also investigated the FRET eﬃciency of the
protein alone, by immobilizing the protein directly in the
absence of DNA.
The distribution of FRET eﬃciencies in the presence of
DNA (Figure 6A) is extremely broad. The observed
distribution is incompatible with a single Gaussian but can
be ﬁtted with two Gaussians, one centred at  92% and
the other at  66% FRET eﬃciency. The peak centred at
 92% FRET eﬃciency is presumably due to the closed
conformation of the complex. For an open complex we
expect to see extremely low FRET values below 20%.
Thus the broad peak at lower FRET values (centred at
 66% FRET eﬃciency) cannot be attributed to the open
conformation, but rather to fast conformational changes
of the protein that cannot be resolved in our experiments.
Single-molecule data also allows for the analysis of the
switching kinetics between diﬀerent states. Our analysis
(shown in the Supplementary Data) yields a characteristic
switching time between open and closed conformation in
the order of   =0.1s. In comparison the histogram for the
protein only sample (Figure 6B) looks very diﬀerent.
Again, the distribution is extremely broad. Fitting the
observed histogram with two Gaussian populations we
ﬁnd peaks located at  32% and  81%. The predominant
ﬁrst peak we interpret as the open conformation of the
enzyme. The extremely broad second peak is probably
caused by the dynamic transitions to the closed state. In
comparison to the results in presence of DNA, now both
peaks are fairly broad caused by the high ﬂexibility of the
protein in absence of DNA. In order to rule out that some
of the observed eﬀects are caused by the choice of dye
labels, we repeated the experiments using Cy3 and
Alexa647 as donor-acceptor pair and found similar results
(data not shown). We also tried to investigate this
dynamic process with a higher temporal resolution
(30ms), but this only lead to even broader distributions
of FRET eﬃciencies (data not shown). This indicates that
conformational dynamics must also occur on an even
faster time scale. Moreover, we repeated the experiments
for molecules diﬀusing freely in solution using burst
analysis (data shown in Supplementary Data). Again we
ﬁnd broad histograms, indicative of large ﬂuctuations.
Figure 5. Single-pair FRET data reveals conformational changes in
real time. The detected ﬂuorescence intensity of the donor (green)
and acceptor (red) show strong ﬂuctuations with time, resulting in
variations of FRET eﬃciency (black). At the same time the total
intensity (blue) is rather constant. Direct excitation of the acceptor
molecule (magenta) furthermore shows that the dynamics in the FRET
signal are not caused by transient acceptor dark states. After 65 frames
the acceptor photobleaches and therefore no more FRET values are
computed beyond this time point. After 130 frames, the donor bleaches
as well.
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0
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the presence of ATP (as compared with the DNA bound
complexes), presumably due to the low activity of the
investigated protein at the experimental temperature
(258C).
The results of both our ensemble as well as of our single
molecule experiments lead to the same conclusion. The
protein in solution exhibits two diﬀerent conformational
states in the DNA bound and unbound form. The results
are independent of the particular choice of the donor-
acceptor pair, since measurements with a diﬀerent
acceptor yielded similar results (Supplementary Data).
The conformation is however not static, but our data
allows us to infer frequent opening and closing events.
DISCUSSION
As a model system for the conformational changes that a
Swi2/Snf2 protein undergoes during its mechano-chemical
cycle we investigated the archaeal protein SsoRad54cd
using FRET. We show that the protein exists in an open
conformation in its unbound form in accordance with the
crystal structure obtained by Du ¨ rr et al. (10). Binding to
DNA leads to a conformational change resulting in a
drastic increase of measured FRET eﬃciency. A rotation
of domain 2 with respect to domain 1 by  1808 as pro-
posed from the crystallographic analysis (10) (Figure 1B)
would both lead to an active conformation of the protein
consistent with other helicases and in accord with the
observed FRET changes. Other studies have shown that
DNA translocation of eukaryotic Rad54 is quite proces-
sive (7,21). Therefore the binding of the protein to the
DNA is strictly speaking not part of the regular mechano-
chemical cycle and it remains to be seen if such a DNA
induced large conformational change is a unique feature
of the SsoRad54 protein, or happens in other Swi2/Snf2
proteins as well. For instance, the structure of the
zebraﬁsh Rad54 homologue displays a more closed
conformation of the domains 1 and 2, even in the absence
of DNA (27). However, our single-molecule FRET studies
show that even the bound protein undergoes strong and
rapid conformational changes. The ability of the protein
to undergo large conformational changes is likely of
importance for DNA translocation.
Moreover we investigated the conformational changes
upon ATP binding, hydrolysis and ADP release. Our
results can be summarized in a model for DNA trans-
location shown in Figure 7 which besides our own data
takes into account structural comparisons to helicases (9),
previous single-molecule (7,21) and biochemical data of
related Swi2/Snf2 enzymes (8).
The results from our FRET studies as well as structural
comparisons to related superfamily 2 helicases provide
strong evidence that when bound to the DNA, the protein
is in a closed conformation (Figure 1B). A model of this
closed conformation is obtained by taking into account
the structurally observed DNA contacts to domain 1 and
motif Ia, and by comparison with related superfamily
2 helicases crystallized in the presence of nucleic acids
(12–14,28). The latter indicates that the conserved helicase
motif IV is a likely candidate for DNA contact of domain
2 in the ATPase competent conformation (10,27)
(Figure 7A). ATP binding presumably leads to a further
compaction of the binding pocket and as a result the
binding site on domain 1 slides on the DNA in the 30->50
direction (Figure 7B), resulting in a structure where motifs
Ia and IV are positioned as observed in the AMP-PNP
bound crystal structures of VASA and exon junction
complex RNA helicases (12–14). The resulting model for
nucleotide binding and hydrolysis induced directional
translation of DNA is similar to the proposed inchworm
model of superfamily 1 and 2 helicases (29,30). Such a
small change of conformation during this processive
translocation cannot be detected by our FRET
Figure 6. Histograms of single-molecule FRET values. (A) Protein bound to DNA. The histogram of FRET eﬃciencies for more than 140 molecules
can be described by two Gaussians of similar amplitude centred at 92% and 66%, respectively. (B) Protein without DNA. The FRET eﬃciency of
80 molecules can also be described by a double Gaussian centred at 32 and 81%, respectively. Both the insets of (A) and (B) show a ﬁt (red) to the
cumulative probability distributions (black) using the error function.
1888 Nucleic Acids Research, 2008, Vol. 36, No. 6measurements. Binding of ATP is followed by a rapid
hydrolysis and the transition state persists still in the
closed conformation as indicated by our measurements in
presence of the transition-state analogue ADP AlFx
(Figure 7C). Hydrolysis or phosphate release leads to a
conformational change that causes unbinding of domain 2
from the DNA (Figure 7D). In the ADP bound form we
therefore measure an intermediate FRET value caused by
either a semi-open conformation or a shift in the dynamic
equilibrium between open and closed state. Once ADP is
released domain 2 binds again with motif IV positioned
downstream from the binding site on domain 1. Thus in
the whole cycle the protein translocates in the 30->50
direction with respect to the strand bound to motifs Ia and
IV. Recent single-molecule data on a related superfamily 2
helicase shows that DNA translocates by 1bp per
enzymatic cycle (17). The high aﬃnity DNA binding site
on domain 1 remains attached to the protein at all times.
In contrast, domain 2, which showed much less aﬃnity for
DNA (10), unbinds transiently leading to a partial
opening of the protein.
It should be pointed out that the described mechano-
chemical cycle applies for an enzyme that functions as a
single subunit DNA translocase. There is experimental
evidence, that Swi2/Snf2 DNA translocases can operate
also as multimers (7,31,32), however in the experiments
described in this article we see no evidence for multi-
merization under the chosen experimental conditions.
Non-speciﬁc large protein aggregates were observed only
at very high protein concentrations but it is unclear
whether this aggregation inﬂuences the mechanism of
DNA translocation. For the case of Swi2/Snf2 helicases
that operate in multimeric forms it will be interesting to
study if and how the mechano-chemical cycles of the
individual ATPases are coordinated.
In summary our data allows us to formulate a working
model for the mechano-chemical cycle of a Swi2/Snf2
DNA translocase (Figure 7). For comparison, single-
molecule force spectroscopy has in the past been applied
successfully in order to reveal details of the mechano-
chemical cycle of a related DNA translocase (33).
Interestingly these studies also revealed that translocation
occurs at a step following ATP binding and hydrolysis.
Moreover, based upon biochemical studies of nucleosome
remodelling by Isw2 (8) a reaction cycle has been proposed
for the movement of the nucleosome in which the ADP
bound form has less aﬃnity to the substrate. Again,
conformational changes following ATP hydrolysis and
phosphate release are thought to be responsible for
translocation. Therefore the model described in this article
shares similarities between a large class of proteins that
translocate along DNA.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary data are available at NAR Online.
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